Organizing Your Paper
Introductions, Conclusions, and Paragraphing
The effective opening and closing of your paper is essential. The introduction is meant to
catch the reader's attention and establish a clear purpose for your paper. Equally as
important, the conclusion brings the paper around full circle and confirms the validity of
the ideas conveyed.
Introduction Paragraph
Establishing a captivating introduction can be done in a variety of ways. You can open
your paper with a quotation, a question, or a reference to a controversial subject. Another
method includes starting with a general subject that leads the reader's interest toward the
unfamiliar and more specific details of the paper. This method can be reversed and
remain equally effective.
Concluding Paragraph
Conclusions allow the writer to recall and restate important details, unexpected twists, or
prompt further questioning of the subject matter. Conclusions can come in all forms and
may offer a solution or recommendation for dealing with a particular situation. A strong
conclusion might include a quotation, question, or challenge for your reader to further
research the topic. If you were unable to provide answers to certain questions in your
paper, your conclusion could use speculation to give the reader a sense of resolution.
Your concluding paragraph should always restate your thesis in some way.
Paragraphing
•

•

•

•

Provide unity. A paragraph should have a topic sentence and evidence that
supports the main idea of the paper. If you've provided information that does not
relate to the topic, you should strongly consider not using it.
List coherent details that fit together clearly. Coherence can be maintained by
repeating key terms, using parallel structures, pronouns, transitions, and clearly
organizing ideas.
Develop ideas relating to your thesis, not just the topic sentence of the paragraph.
Not only will this help support the main idea of the paper, it will also engage the
reader by introducing details and providing evidence.
Make your paragraph long enough to fully develop and explore the idea
presented. Paragraphs should not be dictated by a certain number of sentences. If
you feel a paragraph might be too short, explore the previously mentioned
suggestions. If it falls short of coherence, unity, or development, strengthen and
perhaps lengthen the paragraph.

